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Translation of the minutes of meeting (original in Marathi)  

Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 

Subject:- Design and Construction of Bridge on Pawana River, Flyover/Viaduct and ROB with 
Approaches & Ramps on Kalewadi Phata to Dehu Alandi Road. 

 A meeting on 03.06.2017 was convened in the meeting hall of the Hon. Commissioner for 
construction of Ramps in the Empire Estate Area. Following officers were present in the meeting. 

1. H. Sharavan Hardikar   Commissioner 
2. H. Rajan Patil     Joint City Engineer, BRTS 
3. Shri Dnyanadev Zunjare  Executive Engineer BRTS 
4. Shri Anil Raut    Deputy Engineer BRTS 
5. Shri Ravindra Suryawanshi  Junier Engineer BRTS 
6. Shri M. G. Kulkarni   Director M/s C. V. Kand Consultants Pvt. Ltd. 
7. Shri Datye    Representative  M/s C. V. Kand Consultants Pvt. Ltd 
8. Shri Anil Patil    Representative Empire Estate 
9. Shri Harish Lalwani   Representative Empire Estate 
10. Shri Agarwal S. P.    Representative Empire Estate 
11. Shri Sanjeev Shewale   Secretary Federation No. 1 Empire Estate 
12. Shri Santosh Pingale   Chairman Federation 
13. Shri Suresh Vyas   Treasure Federation   

 

The Joint City Engineer welcomes all. The Hon. Commissioner directed to explain the purpose of 
calling this meeting. The Joint City Engineer explained the necessity and purpose of the Empire 
Estate fly over and its ramps in detail. Representatives of the Empire Estate Housing Federation 
stated that, the ascending and descending ramps in the Empire Estate are not useful to the residents 
of the Empire Estate. It was further pointed out that, only 5.50 m wide service road is available for 
incoming and outgoing in the society. There is about 10,000 population in the society and various 
shops and Banks are also in the society. Due to the population and commercial places there is 
always movement of residents, vehicles and customers coming in and going out. At present in the 
evening there is rush of vehicles at Mahavir Chowk Chinchwad on Pune Mumbai Road. In this traffic 
additional traffic coming from ramp will be added and waiting of vehicles at Mahavir Chowk will be 
more to vehicles. They further requested by considering all these aspects the ramps in the Empire 
Estate may please be deleted. It was also requested that, the Hon. Commissioner may visit in the 
evening especially on Saturday and Sunday at Empire Estate and Big Bazar to know the rush of 
vehicles. 

After listening the say of the all representatives Hon. Commissioner pointed out that, the experts 
from the IIT Powai have studied the entire traffic and opined that, if the Ramps are provided the fly 
over will be fully utilized. Parking in the Empire Estate and traffic has to be properly planned. This will 
smoothen the traffic movement on the road as well as in the Empire Estate area. He further stated 
that, PCMC will first prepare planning for the traffic movement in the concerned area as suggested 



by the IIT and after considering this planning and its implementation then the Ramps will be 
constructed.  

The meeting with the permission of the Hon. Commissioner concluded with vote of thanks.  

 

s/d 

         Commissioner 
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 

    Pimpri 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


